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This was the very first gaming convention hosted by Warlord Games at their headquarters in 
Nottingham UK. As a result, and probably by design, it was a relatively small affair. 

It was held in what could best be described as a large school hall in the enterprise building that they 
share with several other small businesses. The venue restricted the number of traders and demo-
participation games to fifteen or so of each. Every games was beautifully laid out with first class 
terrain and fully painted armies. Some of the participants even dressed up in period costume.  

The weather would better have been described as equatorial rainforest, which added to the sealed 
windows and struggling ventilation system, led the whole event feeling more like a Turkish Steam 
Bath than a convention. The Russian Infantrymen and 17th century Pikemen looked particularly 
uncomfortable. 

This said it was actually one of the more pleasurable events I have been to this year. The majority of 
the attendees were Nottingham locals, and as this ancient city could easily call itself the capital of 
Britain's wargames industry, what a crowd they were. I shall not name drop, but the fanboy in me 
finally broke through when I met and chatted to Kev Dallimore. The boy Conor was deeply 
embarrassed. 

There was a relaxed and friendly atmosphere throughout the day and everyone was very welcoming 
even to a newcomer like myself. Only the boy Conor and I came to this show as going this far north 
gives Charles nose-bleeds… ;) 

The day was punctuated by tours of the Warlord Games factory and well-attended seminar sessions 
with such luminaries as Rick Priestly, Alessio Cavatore and Paul Sawyer. I am told that the last 
seminar, which included Phil from Osprey, was dominated by questions regarding the future of 
IHMN. And no, I was not in the back of the seminar, nor had I paid people to ask them. 

One unexpected visitor was the Author/Editor of Empire of the Dead (whose name escapes me – my 
apologies sir). We had a lovely conversation about how our two Victorian-era games, launched at 
pretty much the same time, complemented each other and that fans of one tended to be fans of the 
other as well. 

Overall I expect that five hundred ladies and gentlemen attended the event, though at times it 
seemed like more because of the space. Lots of ‘Excuse-mes’ and ‘Pardons’ were required to 
navigate the hall successfully. 

The IHMN display this time was based around Dean's 4'x4' London docks scene, dominated by not 
one but two of 4Ground's excellent Warehouses. This drew many admiring looks throughout the day 
and many photographs were taken. People seemed as impressed by the home made cobbles as the 
magnificent edifices. 

Several people were able to participate in thrilling engagements on Dean’s board and even the 
complete novice’s picked up the rules by the end of turn two. 

My main reason for being there though was to discuss the future direction of IHMN with a number 
of people we have come to trust including Phil - our editor at Osprey, Nick from Northstar, Guy 
Bowers of Wargames Soldiers & Strategy magazine and the White Hart crew. 

We have just delivered the first supplement to Osprey, and are being contracted to do a second. The 
discussions held at the convention have allowed Charles and myself to determine a way forwards 
that will continue to entertain you all for a few years to come. As we are able to we shall reveal the 
results of this determination. 

So a pretty successful day all round, even with the gruelling trek back to Wales in our Bombay 
summer. 

I’d like to thank the White Crew and Nick for their contributions to the success of the IHMN demo 
and to Conor for manning it and letting two novices beat him. 

Cheers, 

Craig. 
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Some photos from the day 

Photography in the hall was very difficult at it was quite dim within, but the relentless sun streamed 
in from many windows making glare almost inevitable.  

 
Here the boy Conor considers how he can possibly lose with Lord Curr’s Incorrigibles. 

 
A view down the hall during the lunchtime exodus outside to seek cool breezes, with free glare 
included. 
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One of the many impressive games, this time it’s one of the battles for the Peninsula in the American 
Civil War. Note the impressive artillery balloon. 

 
The Perry Twins playing some Pike & Shotte. 
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WWII and American Rangers fight their way inland, using the Bolt Action rules. 

 
Some Back of Beyond gaming with a distinctly Russian far east slant, with yet another balloon. 


